This paper mainly dedicated on overview of zero sets in Ideal topological spaces. We also introduce a new class of functions which generalizes the class of continuous functions and investigate its position in the hierarchy of continuous functions on Ideal topological spaces. Moreover, these new sets (zero * -I-set) which is a pragmatic approach to characterize completely Hausdorf f spaces.
Introduction
In 1933, Kuratowski [13] applied the notion of topological ideals in topological spaces and later on Vidyanathswamy [18] formally applied the word topological ideal in the study of spaces which have properties "locally" and which in several interesting cases implies that space has the property "globally". A systematic study of the general topological space via ideals was initiated by Hamlett and Janković in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and gave different open sets using "cl * "-closure operator. Subsequently different authors generalized and extended the concept of open sets, separation axioms, compactness, connectedness, resolvability, decomposition of continuity, etc. to ideal topological spaces [4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 15] . Newcomb [14] applied the concept of ideal in defining I-compactness. Singal et.al. [16] introduced a new characterization of completely Hausdorf f spaces by means of zero sets. Using this concept, we characterize completely Hausdorf f space using topological ideal. In the process, we have to define many new terms and applied them to get desired results.
Definition 4 A topological space (X, τ ) is called completely Hausdorf f if for each pair of distinct points x 1 and x 2 in X, there exists a continuous function f : X → [0, 1] such that f (x 1 )=0 and f (x 2 )=1.
The collection of all cozero subsets of (X, τ ) which form a basis for a topology τ s which is coarser than τ , called the complete-regularization of τ . The collection of all zero-sets of (X, τ ) is denoted by Z(X, τ ).
Definition 5 [16] A mapping f : X → Y , where X and Y are topological spaces, is said to be z-continuous at x ∈ X, if for each cozero-set V in Y containing f (x), there exists an open set U in X containing x such that f (U ) ⊆ V .
Throughout this paper, we consider a function f :
w * -I-continuous function
In this section, we define a class of functions which generalizes the class of continuous functions and the class of *(I, J )-continuous functions on ideal topological spaces. We also study its position in the hierarchy of continuous functions on ideal topological spaces already exists in the literature.
It is evident from the above definition that a function f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ) is said to be w * -I-continuous if and only if f : (X, τ * ) → (Y, σ) is continuous.
Theorem 1 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ) be a function, then the following are equivalent:
4. Inverse image of closed set is cl * -closed.
Inverse image of open set is
). This is a contradiction. Hence f (cl * (A)) ⊆ cl(f (A))), ∀A ⊆ X.
(4. ⇒ 5.) It can be proved very easily.
, we get f is w * -I-continuous function. Converse of above theorem may not be true as shown in Example 1.
Relationship with other forms of Continuity
Example 1 Let X = R, τ = {∅, X}, the indiscrete topology, σ be the cofinite topology and I f be the ideal of finite subset of (X, τ ). Then τ * is the cofinite topology on X with the ideal I f (See Example 2.5 in [11] ). Therefore, τ * = σ, the cofinite topology. Let f : (X, τ,
Remark 1 It is evident from the following examples that there is no relationship between w * -I-continuity and weakly-I-continuity. Theorem 3 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ) be a function, then the following are equivalent:
4. Inverse image of cl * -closed set is closed.
Inverse image of * -open set is open.
Theorem 4 Every -continuous function is continuous.
The converse of above theorem may not be true which is illustrated in the following example.
Example 4 Let X = R, τ be the indiscrete topology and I c be the collection of countable subsets of X [11] . Take i X : (X, τ ) → (X, τ, I c ) is continuous. Now we will prove i X is not -continuous. Let x ∈ V = X \ {x + n : n ∈ N}. Then there does not exist any proper subset U in X such that f (U ) ⊂ V . Therefore f is not -continuous.
Theorem 5 Every -continuous function is weakly I-continuous.
The converse of above theorem fails which is illustrated in the following example.
Example 5 Suppose X = {a, b}, τ = {∅, X, {a}} and I = {∅, {b}}. Take i X : (X, τ ) → (X, τ, I) be an identity function. Then i X is weakly I-continuous at b but is not -continuous.
Proof 4 Proof is very simple.
Theorem 6 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ, J ) and g : (Y, σ, J ) → (Z, η, K) be any two functions such that f is onto, -continuous and g be w * -I-continuous. Then g • f is continuous.
Proof 5 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ, J ) and g : (Y, σ, J ) → (Z, η, K) be any two functions such that f be a -continuous onto function and g be w * -I-continuous.
Theorem 7 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ) and g : (Y, σ) → (Z, η) be any two functions such that f be w * -I-continuous, onto function and g be a continuous. Then g • f is w * -I-continuous.
Proof 6 It can be proved easily.
The following figure summarizes the relationship between the different form of continuities in I-topological spaces. It is already shown that the reverse implications are not true. Theorem 9 Every zero set is z * -I set.
z * -I open set
Proof 8 By theorem 2, every continuous function is w * -I-continuous and hence every zero-set is a z * -I set.
Corollary 1 Every cozero set is an cz * -I set.
Remark 2 Following example shows that every z * -I set may not be zero-set.
Example 6 Let X = R, τ be indiscrete topology and I = P(X). Then every subset of R is z * -I set but it is not even closed set. Hence it is not a zero set.
Theorem 10 Let f : (X, τ, I) → (Y, σ) be a w * -I-continuous function then inverse image of cozero set is cz * -I set.
Proof 9 Let V be any zero-set. Then there exist a continuous real valued function 
It is obvious that χ U is continuous. Then χ U is w * -I-continuous and X\U = χ −1 U (0). Hence U is cz * -I set. 
Theorem 14 Let (X, τ, I) be an Ideal topological space and A, B, C be any three subsets of X. Then the following properties hold:
Proof 19 Theorem can be proved easily.
The converse may not be true as illustrated in the following example.
Example 8 Let X= Y = R, τ be Smirnov Topology [17] and I K be the collection
is open in X. Hence i is z-continuous. Now we will prove i is not strongly z * -I-continuous. Following example shows converse of theorem 19 may not be true. Theorem 23 Let (X, τ ) be a normal space. A mapping f : (X, τ ) → (Y, σ, J ) be strongly z * -J -continuous and g : (Z, η, I) → (X, τ ) be I * -z-continuous. Then f • g is z * -I-continuous.
Proof 25 Let g be a I * -z-continuous function and f : (X, τ ) → (Y, σ, J ) be a strongly z * -J -continuous. Since (X, τ ) is normal and V be any z * -J -open set in Y then f −1 (V ) is open in X. Again since (X, τ ) is normal then every open set in X is a cozero set. By theorem 10, we get f −1 (V ) is a cozero set in X. Now g is
Theorem 24 Every z-continuous function is I * -z-continuous. Converse of the above theorem may not be true as shown in the following example. Proof 28 Let f be a strongly z * -I-continuous function, g : (Y, σ, I) → (Z, η) be w * -I-continuous. Let (Z, η) be a normal space and V be any closed set in Z. Since (Z, η) is normal then every closed set in Z is a zero set. By theorem 10, we get
The converse of above theorem may not be true as shown in the following example. Proof 29 Let f be a strongly z * -I-continuous function and Z be any z * -I-set in (Y, σ, I). Then there exist w * -I-continuous function g : (Y, σ, I) → (R, T ), where T is usual topology on R, such that Z = g −1 (0). Since, (R, T ) is normal, then by theorem 26, g • f is continuous. Therefore (g • f ) −1 (0) = f −1 (g −1 (0)) = f −1 (Z) is a zero-set. Converse is obvious. 
